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Abstract
Our empirical study of 246 Directors, financial executives, accountants and credit/security
analysts explore the concept of firm corporate control and what theoretically developed
attributes contribute to an entity having corporate control over another. Our results from
Conjoint Analysis suggest that corporate control is established with 100 per cent ownership
but where there is less than 60-64% ownership then other corporate control attributes are
necessary. Our results delve into what combinations of direct ownership, indirect ownership,
ownership dispersion, and board of director representation are required for dominant
corporate control. For instance, an inter-entity relation consisting of 40 per cent ownership,
all of which is direct, with all other stock widely held, also requires at least 34 per cent of the
board membership to attain the threshold level of corporate control of a zero score for the
model. Board membership by itself is not sufficient to achieve corporate control. Some level
of the other three corporate control attributes (i.e. ownership, direct holding or low
dispersion) are required to outweigh the negative constant in the model and establish a
threshold level of corporate control.
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